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*** Download the 10th Anniversary Edition for 2017 ***Are you looking for a blogging book
because you're thinking about starting a blog? Have you been put off by how hard business
blogging seems? UK Blogger, Sarah Arrow, felt like this when she started business blogging in
2006. Can you imagine having someone to guide you on what to write to make it blogging come
together for you? If you can, this is the blogging book you need.Sarah started blogging for
business in late 2006 for her husband's transport company. She organised her first 30-day
blogging challenge in 2007. Over the years she's met some very nice people (Tony Robbins,
Karren Brady, Will Young and many other lovely people) all through the power of business
blogging.She regular speaks on webinars and at events about blogging, digital marketing and
extreme visibility in search. She believes that writing and publishing for 30 consecutive days will
help you grow your writing muscle, focus your message and give you the discipline to continue
business on blogging with great results!Sarah's blogs have been listed by Forbes three times, as
a top website, by MSN (top website), a top 5 business blog by Ebuzzing, syndicated by an
international newspaper and many other accolades, making her the perfect person to walk you
through how to blog and get the results you want. Sarah's clients have got spectacular results
very quickly and go on to leverage their website traffic to grow their business withThis blogging
book comes with a thriving Facebook group where you can ask questions, share your content
and be safe in the knowledge that other people are participating in the challenge too.You'll love
how you can create content that captivates, and do so with the right expertise at your fingertips!
Download your copy of the business blogging guide to your Kindle now.Content includes:*How
to set up a WordPress self-hosted blog video training*What to write about on your business
blog*How to create your editorial calendar*Blogging prompts so you're never stuck for
ideas*How to revamp your about page and your contact pages for blogging success*How to
curate content and one little-known tool that enables you to curate awesome posts, fast!*How to
burst through blogger's blockAnd, much, much more....Here's what some of the participants
think about this business blogging book:Alexandria Gunn "The 30-Day Blogging Challenge isn't
just a great way to build your blog and the content on it. It's also giving me the chance to build
relationships with bloggers, and find corners of the internet that I never knew existed. I'm so
thankful to Sarah Arrow for setting this up, and hope to continue it for the months and even years
to come. "Sarah Buchanan-Smith "I knew I wanted to blog and that blogging would be good for
my business but I had no idea where to start. So, I subscribed to Sarah Arrow's 30-Day blogging
challenge and I've been blown away. Every morning I get a really clear, succinct email giving me
great tips on everything I need to know to get myself up and blogging like a pro. Structure,
content, length, scheduling, SEO you name it, it's covered. But rest assured, I never feel
overwhelmed, just hugely grateful for lots of quality, actionable information."Ida Horner "My
blogging activity had taken a nose dive. Although I wanted to revive it, I was lacking in
motivation. Being part of the 30 Day blogging challenge changed all that. I have more visitors



and comments on the blog. I have also discovered new blogs to read that I would not have
otherwise read."Venita D Anthonij "This challenge has converted me from dreading to blog and
seeing it as a "business chore" to really enjoying the process of creating creative content. Thank
you Sarah for setting up this superb blogging challenge, which is truly a pleasure to be
participating in."Download your copy today and start leveraging the power of online visibility in
your business.

From the PublisherBobby E. Rogers is an information security engineer working as a contractor
for Department of Defense agencies, and has secured networks all over the world.Dawn
Dunkerley, Ph.D., received a Ph.D. in Information Systems from Nova Southeastern University in
2011. Her research interests include cyber warfare, cybersecurity, and the success and
measurement of organizational cybersecurity initiatives.About the AuthorBobby E. Rogers is an
information security engineer working as a contractor for Department of Defense agencies, and
has secured networks all over the world.Dawn Dunkerley, Ph.D., received a Ph.D. in Information
Systems from Nova Southeastern University in 2011. Her research interests include cyber
warfare, cybersecurity, and the success and measurement of organizational cybersecurity
initiatives.Dawn Dunkerley (Meridianville, AL), CISSP, ISSAP, ISSEP, ISSMP, CSSLP, PMP,
received a Ph.D. in Information Systems from Nova Southeastern University in 2011 with a
doctoral focus of information security success within organizations. Her research interests
include cyberwarfare, cybersecurity, and the success and measurement of organizational
cybersecurity initiatives. She holds the 2011 ISC2 Government Information Security Leadership
Award (Crystal).
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M.C. Simon, “Read this book and you will not need another book to learn how to become a
prolific blogger. The author says, “This book isn’t about getting famous”. I say, “This book is
written from the author’s heart for you, the reader; because she cares.” Sarah Arrow really cares
about you.The book has two parts. The first part teaches you from ground level (zero level), how
to build your website. This is the only complete book that I’ve ever read about this. Yes, I read a
lot… Yes, I found useful information in other books also… but… in this book I found ALL. I
discovered all what others are not completely telling. All the details you will ever need to create
your website on your own, you will find all in this book. Having it, you don’t need any other
research in this field… because Sarah Arrow is giving it all here.Another interesting thing I found
was the detailed explanation for the necessary steps to be taken before building your website.
She starts out with choosing your domain name. You will even find this, the most detailed
explanation I ever saw on it.In case… just in case you are stuck and do not have any ideas on
what to write about for a new article… do not worry! You will also find this in the book, together
with plenty of sources of inspiration.A big surprise I had found was a manual she included for
using … Evernote.And now… my favorite part; the second half of the book is totally dedicated to
something that succeeded to crush my procrastination habit; The Challenge. Yes, I did it. I
accepted the invitation and… I can’t imagine after completing the challenge, letting even one
day go by without writing and posting a new article.This is not just simply another book that I
read. It is THE BOOK that succeeded to make me write… on a daily basis for my website.Do
yourself a favor and accept the author’s challenge! Your life as a blogger will receive a total
boost!”

Kechi, “The Perfect way to perfect blogging in 30 Days!. I only started blogging last two months
when I came across the 30-day blogging challenge and I decided to give it trial and it is
practically one of the best things that have happened to me. Even though I am speaking from a
novice point of view I think this book is designed to help both new bloggers who are just starting
out their blogging careers and expert/seasoned bloggers in their own right!One of the things I
love so much about this book is that it introduced me to content curation that I have never heard
of prior. Another thing I love about this book is the batch writing and scheduling. Despite time
being my set back, the Zero to Blogger in 30 Days helped me to be able to post consistently with
the batch writing technique. I can definitely go on and on about the awesomeness of this book
but you what it totally deserve it. What I know for sure about this book is that you will gain so
much knowledge from it and that you will not regret it!And the language is super simple and easy
to read and understand, did I say that already?Thanks! Sarah Arrow for this book!
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bkworm, “30 day blogging challenge. I had heard about the blogging challenge and was most
interested to give it a try. As a blog writer, I have created and owned over thirty blogs over the
last few years. I was looking to find more tips to make the process more efficient and bring in
more traffic. The author provides countless resources and tools available that I didn’t even know
existed.One of the strengths of the book is the versatility of appealing to both beginners and
experts alike. The information on how to set up a WordPress blog is well-described and full of
helpful screenshots. I would have loved to have this book when I started out with my first
WordPress site. It would have saved me dozens of hours and a lot of frustration!I loved the
editorial calendar and tips for writing more efficiently. The section on content curation and
infographics was most interesting and informative. There is helpful information on engaging
readers more actively and building a loyal audience.  I highly recommend this resource.”

Vatsala Shukla, “The Ultimate Must Have Reference Book for Serious Bloggers. Sarah Arrow
has always been ahead of her times and a little known trivia about the authoress is that during a
previous avatar in an Executive Search Firm, Sarah conceptualized and implemented sending
electronic CVs to clients. A practice that is now taken as a given today.Sarah is an authority
when it comes to helping businesses create the right content to reach out to their audiences and
the book Zero to Blogger in 30 Days not only lives up to its promise to get a complete beginner
to get a foot on the business blogging ladder and climb to the top but also over delivers as a
reference book for more experienced bloggers with details of how to set up a blog on
Wordpress, other precious back end tips and a 30 day challenge that helps any blogger to
improve their craft. A must read and have in one's personal and professional library.”

RGomez, “what a super load of effort Sarah Arrow saves anyone who wishes .... Man, what a
super load of effort Sarah Arrow saves anyone who wishes to become an effective blogger
practically overnight.That, for me, is what’s particularly valuable about “Zero to Blogger in 30
Short Days.” The time! The time!As busy as I am trying to complete my first novel, Sarah’s clear
guidelines, wealth of experience, and her simplicity of presentation provide a shortcut for those
of us that simply want to write.Don’t get me wrong. It’s always about what you personally put into
it – but Sarah’s done the grunt work for us.I’ve reviewed the book, recognize that I can handle its
material, and I look forward to accomplishing the author platform my work deserves.Easy to read!
Free!Give yourself a chance at loftier heights. Read “Zero to Blogger in 30 Short Days” by Sarah
Arrow.”

Sarah H., “is one of the best kept secrets going. I came across this book as a recommendation
from a fellow book club member when I mentioned that I was interested in doing my own blog.It
seems that Zero to Blogger in 30 Days! is one of the best kept secrets going! Everyone in the
blogging community all seem to know about it.As I was going to be setting up my own blog and
being a complete novice when it comes to the blogging world I bought this book to work



alongside setting it up.Zero to Blogger in 30 days! is great for total beginners as it goes through
every process you need to know in setting up a blog, but the great thing with this book is you
don't need some masters degree to be able to understand it as it's so simple to understand. Not
only do you get an introduction to setting it all up there is also a 30 day challenge to complete to
really push your knowledge and help you get the most out of your blog.When you start the
challenge there is a link so that you can register that you are doing the challenge so that you will
also get your daily challenge sent to you by email. Not only do you have the book and the daily
emails there is also a fantastic Facebook group created by the author called 30 Day Blogging
Challenge where you post your daily challenge and can get help from fellow bloggers as well as
the author. The great thing about this group is you get to see a vast range of blogs on all sorts of
topics and businesses.I for one started off this challenge very nervous and scared, and will
admit to struggling with some of the challenges. By the end though I can't believe how far I've
come and some of the great things I've learned along the way. My proudest moment was the
infographic challenge, which even though basic I am so proud that I could do it. There are some
aspects of the challenge I will have to go back and cover as having a different challenge to do
daily I needed more time to spend understanding what I needed to do. Overall though I have
finished this book knowing a lot more than I did when I started out.Zero To Blogger in 30 Days! is
an absolute must read if your thinking about or even have a blog. It is the bible of all blogging
books and can't recommend it highly enough.”

Kat, “A Great, Stimulating Challenge and an Excellent Book! thanks Sarah!. I am on my sixth
day of a 30 day blogging challenge and it is the first year I have taken part in this event. So far,
my favourite day of the challenge was day four, when I blogged about my disabilities of spastic
quadriplegia cerebral palsy and hydrocephalus, as I love spreading disability awareness. The
group and Facebook page is really supportive, and it's great to be able to chat to other bloggers
about their progress. My aha moment was today (Sunday October 5, 2014) when, when writing
a blog post entitled My Favourite Films of all Time, I had inspiration for my next novel . I can feel
my confidence about blogging growing, and both my page views for my blog and my blog traffic
has increased in the short time I have been doing the challenge, which I am pleased about.
Finally, I am pleased that I have noticed that my initial thoughts that writing a blog post every day
for 30 days was going to be a tough challenge, but so far I'm actually finding it much easier and
much more enjoyable than I thought. I would definitely recommend this challenge to newbie
bloggers or just people who blog quite regularly. In fact all bloggers!”

BundlesofBooks, “'Now you have signed up for this taster you might like to pay £** for this part'. I
am on day 12 of the 30 Day Blogging Challenge and I am loving every minute of it. Don't get me
wrong. To post every day, something that is meaningful rather than just-for-the-sake-of-it is a
Challenge, but then the name of this course gives it away! It's a Blogging Challenge. That said,
Sarah is really friendly and present. You feel coaxed along, there is no high pressure, no: 'Now



you have signed up for this taster you might like to pay £** for this part'. No. The course is
complete, in fact the content is very in depth and interestingly presented. I am a techno-phobe
(ask my son) but I am learning lots and so glad I came across this course and signed up.As for
the e-book. Wonderful!! I have printed some of the daily emails so that I had a permanent
record but I don't have to keep doing this now. Sarah has done it all in this brilliant book that goes
with the course. I have done blogging courses before and this is one of the best. So sign up (it is
free!!)  and I would recommend buying the book  - you won't regret it!!”

Sean McCammon, “I completed the challenge and I know I am a better blogger now. I've been
blogging for a little while but decided it was time to try and knock it up a notch. I wanted to learn
how to blog quicker and better, and I thought what better way to improve the content on my blog
theautismdada.com than to try a 30 day challenge.The challenge is simple enough, you have to
produce 30 posts, 1 a day, over 30 days. However, that's not all the book gets you to do. There
are tasks as you go through the challenge above and beyond the post writing. I won't give them
away...You also get some great support from the author herself over at the facebook group.
Overall, I enjoyed my challenge - just completed it today. I think, after a short rest - I will try it
again. If your looking for that kid of challenge too then this is the best bok for you”

Mr. P. D. Williams, “This one's a 'Keeper' to use over and over.. Sarah Arrow makes it easier to
succeed with the simple yet daunting goal of posting for 30 consecutive days to the same blog.
She does this by providing a structured sequence and breaking the process down into doable
pieces, and all of the pieces and the structure are based on her years of experience as a
successful blogger. You can see her own blog posts where she implements her own advice and
strategies. She provides ideas for what to do in case you run out of steam. She links out to
examples that show what she is talking about, so for maximum value read the book and do the
exercises while browsing the example sites and posts. She gives email reminders and supports
people in their efforts through a Facebook group where you can find other people working their
way through the same processes that you are.I don't have a favourite part - the whole book is full
of useful tips and links to things that I didn't know or often forget. The notes that I made from my
first read through and run through of this book are now the basis of my 'script' for each time I set
up a blog for myself or a client, and each time I feel like I need a boost while thinking about what
to do on one of my blogs. I just turn to this resource, look at my notes, pick something and do it.If
you've ever wanted to start blogging, or you started but stopped for any reason, this is a great
book for getting you going and is attached great community who provide support and
encouragement.I heartily recommend that you give this one a try - it's good solid information and
an easy to follow guide for those who just want to get things done instead of wondering what to
do next.”

The book by Sen M. Kuo has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 109 people have provided feedback.
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